The results of the paper concern a broad family of time-varying nonlinear systems with differentiable motions. The solutions are established in a form ofthe necessary and sufficient conditions for: 1) uniform asymptotic stability of the zero state, 2) for an exact single construction of a system Lyapunov function and 3) for an accurate single determination of the (uniform) asymptotic stability domain. They permit arbitrary selection of a function p(.) from a defined functional family to determine a Lyapunov function v(-), [v(.)], by solving V(.)=-p(.) {or equivalently, (.) p(.)[1 v(-) }, respectively. ustrative examples are worked out.
INTRODUCTION
The well known fundamental advantageous feature of the Lyapunov method consists in the use of both a positive definite function and its total derivative along system motions without knowing the motions themselves in order to investigate qualitative properties of the system behavior, among which there are various asymptotic stability properties.
Theorems established for time-varying nonlinear systems have been expressed in terms of existence of a Lyapunov function v(.)Iv(-)] without clarifying how to determine it, that is without clarifying how to choose p(-) in v' (-) p(-) {or equivalently, in v' p(-)[1 v(-)}, and what are, with respect to a selected p(.), the necessary and sufficient conditions for a solution v(-) Iv(-)], respectively, to guarantee uniform asymptotic stability of x 0 and/or to determine accurately its lomain of uniform asymptotic stability. Such a crucial incompleteness ofthe existing Lyapunov stability theory has been an inherent obstacle to broader and more effective applications of the theory than have been realized. It was overcome in [2] - [12] for different classes of time-invariant systems by proposing three distinct approaches. Their common feature is in defining a family of functions p(.) used to generate a function v(-) [or, v(-) ]and in specg the necessary and sufficient properties of v(-) [or, v(-)] to guarantee asymptotic stability of the zero state and/or to ensure that a set N is the domain of its asymptotic stability. This paper is aimed to establish analogous solutions for a broad family of time-varying nonlinear systems.
NOTATION
Capital italic Roman letters are used for sets, lower case block Roman characters for vectors, Greek letters and lower case italic letters denote scalars except for the empty set ) and subscripts. The boundary, interior and closure of a set A are designated by OA, In A and C/A, respectively, where A is a time-invariant set. If A(.) R 2 R" is a set-valued function then its instantaneous set value A(t) at arbitrary time t E R will be called a time-varying set A(t). Let R" R/ be the Euclidean R + there is 6 6 R+, 6 6(7, ) , such that It-7-[ < 6 implies d[S(t), S(r)] < e. It is continuous on Ro (i.e. in t 6 R0) if and only ifit is continuous at every 6 Ro. Let x(to, xo) be a motion (solution) of a system through xo R" at to R/, and x(t; to, xo) be its vector value x(t) at time t C R/, x(t) x(t; to, xo). If a function x(*) is differenfiable then its total time derivative dx(.)/dt will be also denoted by x(. 
ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY DOMAINS
This section is aimed to clarify the notions of the asymptotic stability domains in the framework of time-varying systems.
Qualitative features of the stability domains of x 0 of the system (3.1) are discovered and proved in Appendix 1. They are important for proofs of the main results ofthe paper (Section 6).
FAMILIES OF FUNCTIONS p(o) AND LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS
Families P(.) and pl(.) of functions p(.) were used in [10] , [11] to generate Lyapunov functions v(.) obtained as solutions of /(-) p(.) [or, to determine Lyapunov functions v(-) as solutions of J(.) [1 -v(.) ]p(o)] in the framework of time invafiant systems. In the setting of this paper they will be replaced by families LI(.) and El(-) offtmctions p(.).
Definition 4.
A function p(-) R, x R" --) R belongs to family L (R4, S; f) if and only if:
2) the equations (5.1) with (5.1a) taken along motions ofthe system (3.1), are not dependent in general on a stability property of the system. 6 . NOVEL SOLUTIONS TO TIIE CLASSICAL STABILITY PROBLEMS For the sake of clearness we emphasize that the notions of a positive definite function and of a decrescent function will be used in the usual sense (c.f Hahn 15] , Zubov [20] ), that is that a function v(-) /L x Rn R (a) is positive definite on R, x A(t) if and only if A N [A(t)'t 6 R,] is an open connected neighborhood ofx 0 such that there exists Wl () R R obeying the following 1) v(t, x) and w (x) are uniquely determined by (t, x) 6 R, x A(t) and continuous on R, Solutions to the problems will depend on the smoothness properties of the system (3.1) as well as whether a function p(-) generating a system Lyapunov function is selected from L(R,, S, fr) or from E'(R,S,f) THEOREM 1. For the state x 0 of the system (3.1) with the Strong Smoothness Property to have the domain D(P) of uniform asymptotic stability on R,, for a set N(to), N(to) C_ R , to be the domain of its asymptotic stability at to 6 R, N(to) D(to), and for a set N, N C_ R", to be the domain of its uniform asymptotic stability on R,, N D(R,), it is both necessary and sufficient that 1) the set N(to) is an open neighborhood of x 0 and N(to) c_ S(to) for every to 2) the set N is a connected neighborhood ofx 0 and N C_ S, . Besides, Da(to) is a neighborhood of x 0 at every to E R, and D(R,) is also a neighborhood of x 0 (Definition 1) The set S(to) is a neighborhood of x 0 at every to R, and S is also a neighborhood of x 0 (the Weak Smoothness Property). Hence, Da(to)S(to)g:O for all toR, and D(R,)QS :0. Let us prove S(t0) _ D(to) for every to R. If 0S(to) } then we will consider separately u 0S(to) and w [R" ClS(to)]. If u E OS(to) then u OD,,(to) due to (ii) of the Strong Smoothness Property. Therefore, D(to) N OS(to) }, Vto R,. Ifw IN C/S(to)] then for x(t; to,w) 0 as c it is necessary that there is t' R0 such that x(t';to,w) OS(t') because D(t) and S(t) are neighborhoods of x 0 for all to Ri, both S(t) and x(t;to,w) are continuous in E R and S N IS(t) t R] is an open neighborhood of x 0 (the Weak Smoothness Property). However, x(t';to, w) OS(t') implies inf[ x(t;t0,w)II :t Ro] > 0 because of(ii)ofthe Strong Smoothness Property. This yields w ODa(to) and [R C/S(to)] f'l D(t0) , Vt0 R., Altogether, D(to) nS(to) : , D,(to) haS(to) , D,(to) n JR" CtS(to)] , Vto R, which prove S(to) D_ D(to), Vto E R,. Therefore, S(to) _D D(to) due to Do(to) D(to) (Lemma A.2). Let N(to) D(to) so that S(to) _D N(to). Hence, N(to) isan open neighborhood ofx 0 (Lemma A.1), which proves necessity of the condition 1). Now, N D and Lemma A. prove necessity of the condition 2). From Ds(t) _ Da() D(t) N(t) and Definitions 1-3 it results that x 0 is the unique equilibrium state of x 0 of the system (3 1) in N(t), 't0 E R, which implies f(t,x) 0 for (t,x) R N(t) if and only ifx 0 (Proposition 7 in Grujit5 et al. [12] ) This proves necessity of the condition 3). From N(to) -= D(t0) it follows that the interval I0 of existence of x(o;to,x0) satisfies I0 C_ Ro, '(to,Xo) R N(t0) due to Definitions 1-3. Let p() L:(R,S,f) be an arbitrarily selected positive definite decrescent function on R ,5'(t) Hence, there is # > 0 such that there exists a solution function v(-) to the equations (5.1), which is continuous in (t,x) E R, CIBu and satisfies (5.2) . Therefore, Iv(t,x)l < oo, V(t,x) / CIBu. (6 6 ) and (6. 
Such functions bi(') exist due to decrescency and positive definiteness of p(-) on R, x S(t) and [18] , Zubov [20] ). Hence, x 0 has both D(to) at to and D(P) (Definitions 1-3) so that Da(to) D(to) and Da(R) D(R) ( Hence, x 0 of the system is uniformly asymptotically stable (Grujid et al. [12] , Hahn [15] , Lakshndkantham and Leela [16] , Miller and Michel [18] , Zubov [20] ) so that it has both the domain D(Pq) of uniform asymptotic stability and the domain D(to) of asymptotic stability at to R, R+b arbitrarily selected so that Be c_ L. Hence, B C_ D(/). Let p E R obeying Bp C_ D,()= t [D,(to,) to /L] (Definitions 2 and 3), be arbitrarily selected. By following the proofs of (6.9) and (6.10) we prove that the function v(.) has the next property since B p C_ D,() C_ B, C_ L C_ A, IK,x)l < oo, v(t,x) e R., x S,, (6.20) L.T. GRUJId By following the proof of (6.14) we show that there are wi(x) C(Bp), wi(0) 0 and wi(x) > 0, V(x y 0) e B,, 1, 2, such that (x) _< r(t,x) < (x), v (,x) ,. Sufficiency. Sufficiency ofthe conditions ofTheorem 3 for uniform asymptotic stability ofx 0 on Ri of the system (3.1) is well known (Grujid et al. [12] , Hahn [15] , Lakshmikantham and Leela [16] , filler and Michel [18] , Zubov [20] ). For the function p(.) (7.3) we find that @1(') and @2('), l(X) (x' + 2-1x22) and '2(x) (32xI + x), satisfy @1 (x) _< p(t, x), V(t,x) e R x R 2 (7.4a) p(,x) > s(x), v(t,x) e x R2. (7.4b) Similarly, for the function v(.) (7.2) Vl(X) {[x (4 z)-I] In[(10 x)10-1]} (I + e)x2 10-I}, obey we find that wl(') and 'w('), where u,'2 () {4[4-(1 + e)] -I In[10-"W l(x) _< '(t,X), '(t,X) R/ X IV(t), (7.5a The functions v(.) (7. 2) and p(.) (7.3) are differentiable. We may now conclude that p(-) LI(p,s, f). For such p(-) the function v(-) (7. 3) and the set N(t) (7.7) , as well as the system (7.1) itself, fulfill all the conditions of Theorem 2. Hence, x 0 of the system (7.1) is uniformly asymptotily stable with the domain D(t) of asymptotic stability: D(t) N(t) (7.6) on P,./and with the donmin D of uniform asymptotic stability on R/: D N (7.7). Simulation results are shown in Fig. la,b. They illustrate an influence of the initial time t on D(to) md on system solutions with the same initial state at different initial instants. They illustrate also an influence of the initial state x0 on system solutions at every initial time to {08, 0.3}. The initial states xo (1.4 2.236) T D(to) aad xo (-1.4 2.236) T D(to) for every to {0, 0.3}. The initial state xo (1.42 2.236) T is in D(to) for to 0.3, but not for to 0. The system (7.$), the functions p(.) (7.9) and v(o) (7.10) , and the set N(t) satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 2 for R/= R. The equilibrium state x 0 of the system is uniformly asymptotically stable with D(t,)
x'x E R3,xTHx < 2 + sint V ( R, and D {x'x E R3,xTHx < 33}. The simulations completely verified the above results. They are shown for two initial states, xol (6.6 1 2)T, Fig. 2 , and xo2 (7.96 1 2) T that was preserved unchanged at three different initial instants to E {Oa, 3.893s, 3.8958}, Fig. 3a,b ,c. In this example, xol (6.6 1 show that p(-) L1 (R, ', f) 5o that we may apply Theorem 3. Since the solution function v(-) to (5.1)
is not positive definite then Theorem 3 is not satisfied. Hence, x 0 is not uniformly asymptotically stable. Simulation results shown in Fig. 4a,b will illustrate that x 0 is not uniformly asymptotically stable. This example illustrates importance and usefidness ofthe necessity of the conditions of Theorem 3, as well as of Theorems and 2. Since it is not satisfied there is not any sense to try constructing a more suitable function v(-) in order to prove uniform asymptotic stability of x 0 because it is impossible. This example illustrates the usefulness ofthe single step construction of the function v(-) by using any ofthe above theorems. n#borho of x 0 due to Defi&tion 1. Hence, the statemem und a-2) is co.
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